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A Wharton professor
warns about equity
indexed annuities.
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Points of interest:
• The average U.S. stock
fund had an annualized
return of 8.2 percent in the
20 years ended in 2009.
• The average stock fund
investor earned only 3.2
percent per year in the
same period.
• Following simple behavior
modification rules can
improve your investment
experience.
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C A N I M P R OV E Y O U R I N V E S T I N G :
T RY M O D I F Y I N G YO U R B E H AV I O R

re you unhappy with
your investment returns? If
so, here is one of the most
important tips you will ever
get: It is more likely that your
own behavior—not the action
in the markets– is getting you
down.
Investment markets fluctuate constantly, but investors
who stick with balanced portfolios over the years tend to
do well. The problem for many
investors, though, is being
able to stick to a strategy
when markets fluctuate wildly
in the short term.
For years Dalbar Inc., a
major investment research
firm, has compared the average returns of stock mutual
funds with the actual returns
earned by investors in those
funds. The long-term results
A new year should bring new thinking about your investment decisions.
Resolve to change your behavior in 2011.
aren’t pretty.
B e h a v i o r a l i s s ue s
The most recent survey
mutual funds to calculate the
of sound academic research
that included returns for the
pitiful average investor reare correct in concluding that
20 years ended in 2009
there are no star money manturns.
showed that the average U.S.
agers who will consistently
R e s o l v e to c ha ng e
stock fund earned 8.2 perbeat the market. You won’t
The year is still young yet,
cent per year. The average
find them if you look, so why
and you have plenty of time to
stock fund investor, however,
bother? All you will uncover
turn your portfolio manageearned about 3.2 percent a
are those who have done well
ment around by using several
in the past, but that tells you
year.
behavioral modification technothing about the future.
Why is there such a gap?
niques.
Investor behavior is to blame,
Third, treat the financial
First, look back at your
Dalbar says. Investors don’t
news as entertainment.
own behavior with honesty.
plunk their money down into
That’s really all it is. The netDid you get scared and sell
an indexed U.S. stock fund
works, the news shows, the
out during the market downand leave it alone for 20
magazines and newspapers
turns in 2008, 2002, or
years. Instead, they buy and
all are trying to catch your
1987? Did you throw money
sell, often at the wrong times
attention in order to get you to
at the tech stock du jour when
look at the advertisements
in the market’s cycle.
the market was going up in
that keep them alive.
Dalbar uses statistics on
the late 1990s?
flows of money into and out of
Second, admit that years
(Continued on page 2)
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THE WISDOM OF BUY AND HOLD DOES
NOT SELL CABLE TELEVISION ADS
(Continued from page 1)

A story that says you
should diversify and hold your
investments is boring and you
will find barely a mention of it
in the mass media. Instead
they will throw contradictory
investment recommendations
and economic forecasts at
you. Letting any of that influence your investment decisions can easily derail your
portfolio.
Fourth, you should resolve to rebalance your portfolio annually. That will mean
selling portions of your recent

winners and reinvesting
the money into the laggards. This will force you to
sell high and buy low and
will help control your risk.
Get help
Finally, you may want
to get realistic and admit to
yourself that it is the rare
person who can go it alone.
Work with an advisor
who can put your longings TV’s Jim Cramer is fun, but not helpful.
and fears about your portfolio and the markets into
making snap decisions on
perspective and help you sort
your own—sit on them for
out the reasons for or against
awhile and seek advice.
taking precipitous action with
your portfolio. Above all, avoid

S T O C K A N A LY S T S P ROV E T O B E BA D G U I D E S
When you see those ever-confident stock analysts on
the financial cable shows
talking about why a particular
stock will do well, you might
want to change the channel
quickly.
Analysts seem to do a
pretty poor job of predicting
which stocks will shine and
which will not, according to
data compiled by Bloomberg,
the big financial news service.
It said that since the U.S.
stock market started to recover in March 2009, stocks that
analysts didn’t like have risen
at more than twice the rate as
stocks they adored.
S&P winners
Bloomberg sorted the
stocks in the Standard &
Poor’s 500 Index and found
that stocks the analysts gave
the fewest recommendations
to increased by an average of
165 percent, while those the
analysts loved rose by an
average of 73 percent.
One investment advisor
quoted by Bloomberg said he
likes to invest in stocks the
analysts don’t like.

―You’ve got a stock that
rating number from 1 for sell to
has 15 sells on it, you’re set
5 for buy. It then looked at the
up there to have some strong
stocks with the most buy and
outperformance,‖ said Don
sell ratings. In 2010 the stocks
Wordell of RidgeWorth Capital
with the most buy ratings
gained an average of about 9
Management Inc. in Atlanta.
percent, while those with the
During 2010 stock anamost sell ratings gained an
lysts by and large picked
average of 20 percent.
health care and technology
companies as the most likely
Bloomberg analysts fato succeed.
vored health care
Instead,
stocks last year
those secbecause they did
tors were
not expect health
among the
care reform to
lowest for
pass Congress.
the year,
The disaster
gaining
banks suffered
less than
during the 2008
10 percent
bear market
on averscared enough
Stock analysts seem to recommend too analysts that
age.
many stocks after they have gone up,
Anathey still haven’t
and fail to pick those that will become
lysts on
been recomwinners.
average
mending bank
did not recommend banks
stocks, even while earnings
and real estate firms, yet
growth at the banks was accelthose industries rose by 19
erating and their stocks were
percent and 28 percent durclimbing.
ing the year, Bloomberg said.
Bloomberg noted that anaBloomberg looked at
lysts are critical of utilities this
each individual stock rating by
year and recommend restaueach analyst and assigned a
rant and retail companies.

“Stocks that analysts
don't like have risen at
more than twice the rate
as stocks they adored.”
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W H Y D O M U T UA L F U N D I N V E S T O R S
K E E P C H A S I N G AC T I V E F U N D S ?
Objective mutual fund
performance studies have
shown time and again that
passive, indexed mutual
funds beat their more expensive actively-managed cousins. If that is true, why do
investors still overwhelmingly
buy active funds rather than
passive funds?
Only about 10 percent of
the assets invested in mutual
funds has gone into passive,
indexed funds, says the industry’s trade group, the Investment Company Institute, in its
2010 annual report.
The vast majority of individual investors’ money has
gone into funds that actively
pick and choose which investments to buy based on the
fund manager’s outlook for
the economy, the markets,
and individual industries and
companies.
A poor value
―Given the limited value
that these funds seem to
offer to their shareholders
and the size of the fees they
charge, current academic
wisdom suggests implementing a simple passive invest-

ment strategy based on
well-diversified, lowcost fund alternatives,‖
say Sebastian Müller
and Martin Weber, two
German university professors who researched
this question.
They studied
3,000 mutual fund
investors to see if there
was any relation between their financial
literacy and their purSales of actively-managed mutual funds
chases of passive or
continue to dominate the industry.
active mutual funds.
non,‖ they write. ―Investors
J u s t o v e r c o n f i de n t
might overestimate their abilThey expected that invesity to identify outperforming
tors who had lower financial
funds.‖
literacy would be influenced
They said they found a
by salespeople and advertispositive relation between the
ing to buy active funds.
investors’ belief in their own
They were surprised to
ability to identify superior
find, however, that although
investments and the likelifinancially literate investors
hood that they would buy
were more aware that passive
actively-managed funds.
indexed funds were a better
But since active funds do
deal, the majority continued
not tend to do better than
to plunk their money into acpassive funds, these sophistitive funds.
cated investors in essence
―One possible explanaoutsmarted themselves by
tion for this result lies in the
being overconfident.
overconfidence phenome-

BABY BOOMERS, THE HINDENBURG, & MORE
About half of baby boomers have no plan in place in
case they live longer than
expected, a study by the Society of Actuaries has found.
―With the challenges in
the housing and financial
markets over the past
few years, coupled with
the fact that people are
living longer, many
baby boomers are finding themselves unprepared to maintain their lifestyle in retirement,‖ said a
spokeswoman.
The majority of boomers
surveyed for the study

planned to take Social Security before age 70, although the
Society encourages retirees to
wait as long as possible to let
the benefit increase.
H i n d e n b u r g f la m e s o ut
Yet another silly market indicator has
crashed and burned.
This time it was the
Hindenburg Omen, a
technical indicator that
tries to predict instability based on the number of
new highs and lows on the
New York Stock Exchange.
Last summer the indicator predicted a pending mar-

ket crash. Since then the S&P
500 Stocks Index has risen by
more than 20 percent.
S m a l l s to c k s be a t bo nds
A lot of attention has been
paid to how bond returns beat
large stock returns over the last
decade.
But stock investors should
not mope: stocks of small companies prospered over the past
10 years. The Center For Research in Securities Prices says
small stocks earned 11.5 percent annually over the 10 years
ended last Nov. 30, compared
to a 6 percent annualized return on U.S. Treasury Notes.

“Investors might
overestimate their ability
to identify outperforming
funds.”

EQUITY INDEXED ANNUITIES ARE
T E R R I B L E , W H A R T O N P RO F S AY S
Investment Update is published
monthly by OBS Financial
Services, Inc. © 2011 All rights
reserved. Information has been
obtained from sources believed
to be reliable, but its accuracy
and completeness, and the
opinions based thereon, are not
guaranteed and no responsibility
is assumed for errors and
omissions. Nothing in this
publication should be deemed
as individual investment advice.
Consult your personal financial
adviser and investment
prospectus before making an
investment decision. Any
performance data published
herein are not predictive of
future performance. Investors
should always be aware that
past performance has not been
shown to predict the future. If in
doubt about the tax or legal
consequences of an investment
decision it is best to consult a
qualified expert. OBS Financial
Services, Inc. is a Registered
Investment Advisor.

The 2008 bear market scared a lot of investors and has led to a
boom in sales of equity
indexed annuities, insurance products with returns linked to the stock
market but with minimum
guarantees against loss.
These annuities appeal to investors who
want to participate in the
stock market’s higher
Indexed annuity sales have taken off since the
return but dread ever
bear market scared investors in 2008.
seeing the value of their
principal decline.
―These contracts have
Sales are strong: in the
really high hidden fees,‖ Kent
third quarter of 2010, insurSmetters, professor of insurers sold a record $8.7 billion
ance at Wharton, recently told
of equity indexed annuities,
Investment News. ―That’s why
said market researcher Annuthey’re terrible ideas for older
itySpecs.com.
people even though they’re
However, a professor in
peddled to them.‖
the University of PennsylvaSmetters argues that
nia’s Wharton School warns
these annuities are too comthat these products are overplicated for retirees to underpriced and carry long surrenstand.
der periods.
The annuities are usually

backed by derivatives,
which are artificial contracts whose value is based
on returns in the stock market. The annuities guarantee a holder’s principal if
held to its term, but that
period can be as long as 10
years.
Meanwhile, the return
given to investors leaves
out the dividends paid on
stocks, which accounts for
a large portion of long-term
stock returns. Insurers are
even allowed to lower their
caps on annual returns.
Agents who sell indexed
annuities receive commissions of up to 12 percent of
the sale price. Investment
News reported that one insurer was offering its agents free
trips to Disney World for selling at least $2.5 million worth
of annuities over 12 months.
The sale of an additional
$600,000 allowed the agent
to bring a child along.

